
weeks nece~sary for addition of sound tracks. It is his · b 
make t~e films. relevant to .literature and to co . . Jo to 
of a film-making project should b •. • mpos1t1on •. Most 

Instead of assigning ten theme ~ an out.-of-class assignment. 

working on the films might onl s, l~ oth~r words, those students 

~ng overloads ofreading and w~i :r~ te eight. Instead of a,;sign-

1mportant short poems and k d g, the t~ache~ could assign 

evaluating the poems and t~s stu e~ts to first write an essay 

might film the poems Thaten_to_wr1te a full script on how they 

th • , in itself is a 
at stresses the student's ,own , . process of_ teaching 

contei:iporaty teacher is to hel :ct_of discovery. And if the 

ate, if he is to broaden theirpse ll~t~r~t~ students become liter-

a learning project that invol n~1b1~1 ties' ~e must offer them 
ves t em in creative participation. 

Ronald L L 11 h • yce e, w o teaches at B .d .. S · 
account of h· f·1 em, " tote College, gave lhis 

,s ' m program at the MCTE EI h . 
in Duluth in Moy )970. event Spring Conference 
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Imitation, Parody, and Composition 

by PAUL H. GRAWE 
Winona State College 

I will always remember that day in high school when I was 

first made aware that composition should be creative and a matter 

of personal experience. It was not, as we so frequently assume 

in teaching composition, a great liberating experience. We were 

given a simple open assignment to write a poem on anything we 

wished. That was all. And the only thing that came into my mind 

was a vast terror that I wouldn't know what to write or how to 

write it. 

I also remember the poem I finally handed in. "Inspiration" 

struck after I had gone to bed the night before the assignment 

was due. Mentally, I developed the total, two-stanza poem and 

then rushed from.my bed to find pencil and paper before the idea 

vanished. It was a dreadful piece in heroic couplets, a complete

ly unimaginative, clich,-ridden description of a robin. I was 

.not impressed with what I had written, but I was glad to be 

done with the assignment. 

Too often as I look over open and general area assignment 

papers today, I have the uneasy feeling that my present students 

are repeating my own experience with creativity and personal 

expression. Like me, they are terrified by a blank piece of 

paper and a vague command to write a poem "about my world," or 

"my favorite thing." Like my poem, their work seems often a 

desperate effort to get something, anything down on paper. 

They are so busy finding something to write on and a basic or

ganizational principle to use, that any more sophisticated mat

ters such as style, a definite attitude tOWll-rd the material, or 

a definite sense of the probable reader are totally forgotten or 

ignored. 

There is, of course, a great deal to be said for creativity 

and for personal expression, but we may need a great deal of so

phistication in our assignments if we are to achieve them. Above 

all, we are unlikely to be able to directly assign students the 

task of being creative. One of the best methods of indirectly 

soliciting creativity from students, I believe, is to assign 

parodies. Parody sets students free in a remarkable and strange 

way. My best way of explaining why it does so is to say that 
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parody, right from the_beginning, giv:s the_student so1?ething to do. Even if he has no idea what he will write on, he 1s not left confronting a blank sheet of paper. Instead, he can continue to read good work that might provide a vehicle for his composition. As a pure by-prod~ct of the assignment, he is paying closer attention to his reading.as purp?seful, organized, styl-ized writing. • 

Once an embryonic ideardoes come to him, the student can try it on several models to see what kinds of possibilities open up. Whether he succeeds or fails in fitting his idea into a particular model, he is developing the sense that a writing assignment is not a single idea, but a developed pattern. Whether his idea does or doesn't fit a parti_cular model, he is getting some sense that his parody will have to develop definite attitudes toward its audience and material if it is to be a satisfactory imitation or exaggeration of the original. • 

When the student finally has both an idea and a model in mind, the model will often force him to work up to his fullest abilities. Say the student has chosen to write about a tank crossing Viet Nam as John Steinbeck described a tractor crossing miles of Oklahoma fields in Grapes of Wrath--as one of my students did this year. Steinbeck's choice of hard, clean adjectives will force the student to search for his own, equally powerful adjectives, The student may be tempted to write a melodramatic ending, but Steinbeck's consistent impersonality will force him to see and to imitate the elegance of understatem~nt. While the stu\ient working without a model easily slips back "to his own level" QJ: even below it, just to finish the assignment, the student parooist is forced to put his ideas into advanced, artistic forms he could hardly be expected to master on his own. 

The amazing thing about parody assignments is that they are so greatly enjoyed by so many students. Students enjoy reading parody--witness Mad Magazine among many others--but more importantly, a great many of them can enjoy writing parody. Last year in one of my classes, more than one fifth of the class wrote extra parodies beyond the assignment, evidently simply because they enjoyed it. The obvious explanation for this joy students take in parody is that parody appeals to a youthful sense of fun. Take, for example, the following parody of Robert Frost's elegantly simple poem "The Pasture," which begins: 
I'm going out to clean the pasture spring; 
I'll only stop to rake the leaves away 
(And wait to watch the water clear, I may): 
I sha'n't be gone long.--You come too. 

The student parodist, who was in a sophomore college survey of American literature, wrote: 
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The Bowling Alley 
I'm going out to have an evening's fun; 
I'll only stop to have a beer or two 
(And wait to see the dancers--just a few): 
I'll be gone quite awhile--you stay here. 

I'm going out to bowl with the team ' so fun That's number one in the league. Itds To go out with the boys after we're one. 
I'll be gone quite· awhile--you stay here. 

. . . case was only a better than average stu-The parodist. rn this t h of Frost's elegant simplicity, she . dent. But_w1th the cru c • ·ve and memorable. Despite a metric found a voice that w:s ~reat1 the student in general, managed problem in the secon ~. a:~a ;ted and subt'le reliance on the • to imitate Frost's sop 1: ic tl freed from worrying about . 1- But most 1mportan Y, . iambic ine. , d·. t went on to advanced techniques, saying anything, th: pa~~ ~spersona of the other sex. notably the assumption 
. . i nificant factor in students' While humor is obviously a 5 g f 1 • • ng their . d h a better way o exp a1n1 . interest in pare y, per_aps h students have unique ab1l-enthusiasm is to_r~cog~ize tT~! ~~~~; we become, the less imita-ities of verbal 1m1tat1on. tofus could learn a new b At eight or ten, mos f tive we ecome. . f rmal training; at sixty, none o us language fluently without o e iven to imitating the could. At forty-five, few of us ar dgus· at fifteen our teach-• f those aroun , ' verbal idiosyncracies O t , too-oft-repeated formula ' favorite phrase or our paren s . . ::es sources for careful imitation and hilarity. 

. • ·t t·on he gives up the When a student attempts ser~~~ss~;~ :e~nf~rcement of humor. easy successes of burle:que ~:dm students the essentially dual y t after I have expla1ne.d y . I f"nd that a great e ' . . • serious and comic-- 1 nature of 1m1tat1on-- something personally mean-many of them prefer to attemptdt~ ~~ya literary style. Aided by ingful to them rather than tote ~ni ues of a great original, the serious tone and elevate~ ec_ q them great satisfaction they often write something t altd g1vesr dare say on their own. h things they wou neve "d and t at says . . h "What the Thunder Sa1 " The following serious parody of tde from one of the bright-. f T S Eliot's Wastelan came section o •.• h lass in American literature. est students int e same c 
Here is no love but only hate 

Hate and no love and the deso~ate world 
The world populated with machines 
Which are machines of hate without love 
If there were love we should stop and care 
Amon st the hate one cannot stop_or_share 
Laug~ter is silent and.peace is 1~ J~o~ardy If there were only love amongst t e a e 
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Dead machines mouth of carious teeth that cannot 
Here one can neither stand nor lie nor sit 
There is not even kindness in the machines 
But au~omatic selfish existence without love 
There 1s not even awareness in the machines 
But dull lifeless eyes ignore and overlook 
From doors of crowded tenements 

And no hate 
If there were love 

If there were hate 
And also love 
And love 
A seed 
A leaven among the hate 
If there were the sound of love only 
Not the H-bomb 
And the missiles singing 
But the sound of love over hate 
Where the peace-dove sings in the 9live trees 
Love peace joy love peace joy 
But there is no love 

kiss 

. Imi:ation, as a pedagogical device, has been around a lon 
time. Milton learned his craft in part through it as d"d c· g 
b:f?re him. It is an ideal tool for pushing stude~ts toithe icero 
l~m1ts of their ability and beyond those limits with the aid of 
~ e great works of their heritage. It appeals to the vivacio 

umo: of Y?uth and to youth's imitative instincts. In advanc~~ 
s7ctions, it c~n be used as an introduction to the analysis of 
11~:rary techniques. And, though classical in oricrin it often 
ac ieves our elusive modern goals of creativity and p;rsonal 
expression. 

Poul Grawe is on assistant professor in the English Department of 
Winona State College. 
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Breaking Down Resistance to Writing: 
the Multi-Media Assignment for 

the Adult Student 

by RITA CAREY 
St. Mary's Junior College, Minneapolis 

Just what topic assigned will encompass the interest, exper
ience, the aspiration of this heterogeneous Freshmen Composition 
class? Perhaps half the class, ages 17-19--fresh from writing 
literary evaluations--could grind out pages on research topics. 
However, the remainder of the students are returning adults, Viet 
Nam veterans on the educational programs. A fraction of the 
adults are anywhere from five to twenty years away from class 
room writing assignments. Those years in between held work in 
industry, travel, marriage, children,--divorce. 

"You write best of your own experience." "But I can't think 
of anything to say." "Sit and write for an hour; I'd rather be 
shot." "The kids are always interrupting." "Try to write a 
class theme after fifteen years; it takes me twenty minutes to 
compose the first sentence." And so go the echoes throughout 
the class room of English Composition 103. 

Behind the brooding eyes of the returned G. I. must lie 
strong emotions and vital ideas waiting for expression. The 
teenage Freshmen have thoughts and asptrations to be sorted out 
and laid down on a sheet of paper. The ambitious mother could 
write of both comedy and human tragedy if but given the incentive. 

Try the multi media spark. Have set up in the class room or 
writing laboratory: an overhead projector, a slide projector, 
a record player, a tape recorder. The student is asked to note 
down his reactions to: 1. pictures (no title); 2. scenes of 
distant or near locale; 3. a song, a ballad--preferably of a 
little vintage so as to have memories or associations to record; 
4. readings of several poems either by the instructor or some 
familiar professional voice. Any media that lacked impact on 
the student were to be disregarded, and the writing time spent 
only on the meaningful experiences. Be prepared for an out
pouring of memories, some touched with the emotions of inter
vening years, some deep philosophical explorations--all with 
lively feeling--their best writing. This assignment breaks down 
that fear of seeing the idea spread out on the white sheet of 
paper. 
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